
 
 MINI EUROFIGHTER 
   
                                                Partslist / Stückliste (Feb. 2006) 
1 Fuselage / Rumpf 
1 Fuselage hatch / Rumpfdeckel 
2 Canards with carbon plug in / Canards mit Kohlesteckung 
1 pair of wings / Flächenpaar 
2 Aluminium tubes for canards / Alu Hüllrohre für Canardanlenkung 
1 Set of ply formers / Satz Sperrholzspanten 
1 Balsa sheet ( small parts ) Balsabrett ( Kleinteile ) 
2 Beech stringers, 12*12*120 mm / Buchenholzleisten 
4 Beech stringers 12*12*100 mm / Buchenholzleisten 
2 Beech stringers 8*8*33 mm / Buchenholzleiste 
8 Beech dowels for wing and tank fixing ( 30-40 mm )  
   Buchenholzdübel für Flügel-u. Tankfixierung 
1 Aluminium wing joiner ( dia. 16, length 470 mm) 
   Steckungsrohr durchm. 16, Länge 470 mm 
1 Moulded canopy, Tiefzieh- Kabinenhaube 
1 Moulded cockpit, Tiefgezogenes Cockpit 
 
Linkages / Anlenkungen: 
2 threaded rods for elevons ,M3 –length 160mm/ Elevongestänge , M3  
2 threaded rods for canards, M3- length 130mm/ Canardgestänge, M3 
4 ball links, M3 for Canard linkage,Kugelköpfe für Canardanlenkung 
4 Fork ends ,M3 / Gabelköpfe 
2 Aluminium Canard arms / Aluminium Anlenkhebel für Canards 
1 Rudder horn, glass fibre ( pull-pull) / GfK-Seitenruderhorn ( f. Seilanlenkung) 
2 Elevon horns, glass fibre / Elevon –Ruderhörner 
3 „Krick“- servomounts for wing servos / Canards / Servohalterungen für Flächenservos / 
Canards (Krick) 
8 Screws for Servohatch ( wing) / Schrauben für Servodeckel 
3.2 metres of drilled servo lead / 3.2 Meter gedrilltes Servokabel 
 



Short instructions , Kurzbauanleitung 
 
Figures / Skizzen 
Templates for scale updating / Schablonen für scale- teile ( picture CD) 
 
Optional : 
Turbine duct ,stainless with Ali bellmouth / Schubrohr Edelstahl mit Alu- Einlauf 
Retract units / Einziehfahrwerk – Mechaniken  
Retract legs /Fahrwerksbeine 
Wheels, brakes / Räder,Bremsen 
Full body pilot / Pilotenfigur 
Decal set different versions / Dekorbogen, verschiedene Varianten 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In that Grumania Jet Models has not control over the final use, no liability shall 
be assumed or accepted for any damage resulting from the use of the 
product by the user. By the act of using the product, the user accepts all the 



resulting liability. 
Congratulation on purchasing the Eurofighter kit. As the built up procedure of the 
Eurofighter ist very easy and straight forward, we decided to guide the build up 
sequence by a short instruction, giving information on the most important points. 
To build the model, a minimum of experience in handling Epoxy gues is required. 
You should also be familiar with the use of turbines, if such an engine is used to fly 
the model. Use only the best avilable glues and tools.  
Do not use 5- minute Epoxy if not stated different.The following accessories are 
only reccomendations that worked well on the first 5 testmodels that have been 
extensively used before the begin of the production. 
 
2 servos for wings: Graupner (JR) 4421 or similar 
1 servo for canards: Graupner 4421 or similar 
2 servos for rudder and nosewheel: Graupner 4041 or similar 
 
Tank: Coke bottle, 1 or 1,5 Liter 
 
Engine: MW 54, MW 44, Jetcat P60, Behotec J55, Funsonic or similar. Engines with 
higher thrusts can be used if the maximum power is limitted. 
 
Retracts: Grumania Jet Models offers two different retact systems (light/heavy duty) 
The light version is only reccomended on very light models powered by MW 44 or 
similar turbines. The heavy duty version is VERY strong and takes even hard 
landings. We also offer high quality legs, especially made for the Eurofighter. 
Wheels: light foam wheels reccomended (70mm mains, 62mm nose) 
Also available are high quality wheels with brakes, for more info see our website. 
 
We recommend the use of electronic retact valves such as the “JetTronics” ones 
(available through Grumania Jet Models) 
 
Stainless steel duct: double or single wall from Grumania Jet Models 
 
Glues: slow curing epoxy, cyano glue (“ZAP” products are reccomended) 
                                    DO NOT USE 5- MINUTE EPOXY 
Wings can be covered with solar film, paper tissue (light!) or thin glassfibre cloth. 
 
Save weight during the whole building sequence, especially when working on the tail. 
If very light engines are used, the cut out rudder should be replaced by a light balsa 
one to reduce unneccessary weight that can only be compensated by the use of heavy 
batteries in the nose. You should also use a lighter (or even no) servo in the rudder. 
The linkage can be made much lighter using the pull-pull method with thin wires. 
Formers can be drilled in no critical areas to save additional weight. 
 
 
                         For a better understanding, study the following sheet showing the former positions 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Start the built up with preparing the GRP fuselage. The positions for the wing tube and 
canard axis are engraved in the surface, as well as wheel wells and the position for the 
cable disconnect where the wing meets the fuselage (the corresponding servo lead 
channels are drilled in the wings. Open all these marked cutouts using a dremel with a 
cutter disc and sanding barrels. Trial fit the wing plugs and the ali tubing for the 
canards. Work with extra carefulness on the nosewheel door if you want to use the cut 
out part as a functional wheeldoor later. If a rudder will be linked, cut out the rudder 
aswell and box the rudder with the supplied balsa wood (The fuselage is prepared with 
a white polyester primer and can be sanded with fine sandpaper for painting. (The 
glassfibre parts do not require primer). 
Before you start to glue in the formers, use the root ribs to transfer the positions of the 
anti torque dowels on Fuselage AND wings. This has to be done with the ali wing 
tube in place to achieve maximum precision. Start with the root ribs wich have to be 
cut at the plug in position, glue the front part of the rootribs in place using balsa 
stringers to push it against the fuselage sides during the cure of the epoxy. Glue the 
carbon rods in the canards at the same time.(already done on later versions) 
The formers are not symmetrical and have a small drill on their right side Use 
cyano glue to tack glue the formers in place before you finally secure it with 
epoxy paste. 
The sequence is: 
Fomer 1, then No. 2 and 3 (3 is NOT right angled to the fuselage axis, see figure) 
Cyano the beech stringers – length 12mm – to the longitudinal stiffeners “L”, make 
sure that the overhang is identical on both sides of “L” and that you have a right and a 
left version. Trial fit these parts with former 4 in the fuselage and glue it in place. It is 
recommended tu use some glassfibre cloth to stiffen former 4 where the tank rests on 
and to create a radiused joint at the bottom of former 3. 
Cut 6 small pieces of scrap ply (approx. 10 by 10mm) These are doublers that have to 
be glued inside the fuselage at the locations where you screw the engine hatch later 
(servo srews reccomended) You can glue these doublers in place together with former 
No. 8, No.5, and the remaining root rib pieces W2. 
Go on with No. 6 together with the turbine trays 7. These are prepared for smaller 
turbine holders such as the “jetstrap” from Mick reevers. The trays are slighly tapered 
and should be trial fitted with the turbine first. 
The tankholder “T” should be glued in place after the turbine has been trial fitted in 
the fuselage. It is reccomended to stiffen this former with some glassfibre, because it 
has been found that it tends to brake on crash landings. (It is uncomfortable to repair it 
on the complete equipped model later).To move the coke bottle tank further forward, it 
is possible to enlarge the cutout on the front tank holder-former.  
If you are going to use a rudder servo, work out the engraved slot in the airscoop at the 
base of the fin and glue a standard size servo in place, making sure that the servo arm 
is in the mid position when the stick on the transmitter is neutral. If you are using a 
very light turbine and need to save weight, it is reccomended to use a lighter servo and 
to make a second slot for a much lighter pull pull linkage. Remember: one gram 
safed at this position, means 1.6 grams of ballast safed in the nose! Glue thin balsa 
scrap and aluminiumfoil under the servo to protect it from heat. 
 

 



 
The tankholder “T” is cut out to take the noseleg servo with the servo disc showing to 
the bottom of the fuselage. Glue the short beech stringer on former “T” and trial fit 
your servo. If you do not like to glue the servo permanently in place you can make an 
aluminium latch around the servo and srew it on former T. The nosewheel is linked 
via thin steel cables. It is reccomended to trial fit the nosewheel assembly now. To 
achieve the correct position for the noseleg it is required to enlarge the wheel well i.e. 
make it longer (16mm). You will easy find out that the assembled retract nosewheel 
unit will fit in the fuselage opening, but the leg can not be retracted if the retract unit is 
not moved forward. The wheel well enlargement is needed to move the retract another 
16mm forward. We suggest the use of the Grumania Jet Models noseleg – thist is a 
trailing leg that guarantees a good shock absorbing and fantastic ground handling. 
Glue the hardwood dowels for the tank fixing in formers 4, T and in the rootribs of the 
wing (Trial fit the wings before!) Two more anti torque dowels can be glued close to 
the training edge if so wanted (necessary on more powerful engines). 
Now machine former 1 so that the ali tubes fit in it. Slide the ali tubes over the carbon 
rods of the canards and connect it with the fuselage. Mark left and right canard as 
these are not interchangable later. Move the canards as close to the fuselage as 
possible, making sure that they travel smoothly without touching the fuselage in any 
position. Then cyano the tubes in place and take off the canards for the final glueing 
procedure using epoxy paste. We suggest the optional aluminum horns for the linkage 
if the canards will be operated by a servo. The canard servo lies on former 2 which has 
to be reinforced with the ply base 2a. The servo is mounted by the use of the supplied 
servo holder ( See attached picture CD).We suggest 3mm linkages with ball ends ( 
supplied) . The rectangular cutout next to the servo is prepared for the radio 
switch/charge plug (Type Multiplex or Graupner/ JR). Drill a 1mm hole in the switch 
and use a 1mm wire to operate the switch through the sidewall. 
 
The canopy is fixed with two dowels at the front end and a hacht catch at the rear. 
When preparing canopy and cockpit it is essential that the rear ends of BOTH 
parts are not cut off! Only the canopies` front end needs to be trimmed to conform 
with the fuselage cutout. Glue the parts together with “Stabilit” or canopy glue. Also 
glue in the two balsa formers that are drawn on the provided balsa sheet.Use dowels at 
the front and a hatch catch at the end to fix the canopy/cockpit unit . 
 
The fuselage ist now ready for the final installations. It is important to move all the 
internal parts as much as possible forward to avoid the need of unwanted ballast. It ist 
reccomended to install the steel duct first beforte the turbine is mounted. Then it is 
easier to place all the other parts in that way that the correct CG is achieved. Normally 
both batteries have to be placed in the nose cone. If retracts are used, the Festo 
electronic switch can be mounted next to the receiver switch on former 2. The receiver 
can either be placed under former 2 or in front of it (reccomended). To avoid 
interferrences, keep the ECU far away from the receiver and make sure that no 
power leads from or to the ECU and pump is close to any servo lead or the 
receiver antenna. A good place for the ECU is in front of the tank bottle. It can easy 
be fixed using Velcro glued to the fuselage wall. 



The elevons are ready hinged with “flex hinges” These hinges are under the wing 
skin and if they move heavy you can carefully sand the groove on top with fine 
sandpaper. Its suggested to do this just before the final painting of the wing. 
Start the completion of the wing by drawing the linkage axis from the servo lock to 
the horn postion. Cut two ply pieces, approx. 20 by 20mm and work out the 
elevons to glue these pieces in. The ply acts as a base for a horn. Instead of a 
regular “screw on horn” it is reccomended to use the supplied glassfibre one. In 
this case the ply base needs to be slotted using a Dremel. The horn should be 
roughened and the epoxied in place – it should touch the top wingskin! 
 
To avoid any flutter, a servo in a jet model should be fixed without any play. So 
use only the supplied servo fixings. When the servo cover is srewed in the wing, 
the srews should be secured with cyano. 
The alredy installed retract plates need to be stiffened with the supplied beech 
stringers (12*12*100cm). First remove the foam under the plate and trial fit the 
stringers and retract units in the wing before final glueing. The retracts are bolted 
to the wings with “self tappers” (3,5*25mm). Retract plates are deep in the wing to 
so that any retract system can be used. Most retracts require additional ply fillers so 
that the retracts come flat with the lower survace of the wing. Trial fit the retracts 
always WITH LEGS AND WHEELS and with the wing plugged on the 
fuselage. Mark the screw positons when the wheel is centered in the wheel well. 
As on the full size Eurofighter, the wheels show outboard and the legs should be 
angled slightly so that the wheels retract completely in the wheel well. This can be 
acchieved by the use of a thick epoxy paste under the ply fillers. The epoxy fills 
the tapered gap under the ply fillers. This is the only place to use fast curing epoxy. 
Complete the wing by working out a 70 by 4mm slot in the tip rib to plug on the 
glassfibre wing tips. (first draw a centerline from leading-to training edge). 
These should be waxed and then epoxied in place – the wax allows them to come 
off if the wing should touch the ground and it makes a replacement much easier. 
Choose a light wing covering, because most of the wing is behind the CG. 
 

 
 
The wings are secured by long self tappers that are accessible through the mainwheel 
cut out. Place the screw so that it goes in the front beech stringer under the 
retract plate. 
The model should have a weight around 5500 grams after painting – depending on the 
used components. Use the marked CG position that is engraved on the fuselages root 
rib to balance the model. This has to be done with an empty tank! 
You will find additional information about scale upgrading at the end of the manuals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Movements: 
Elevator: 28mm up, 15mm down 
Aileron: 15/10mm up, 12/8mm down (aerobatic/standard) 
Rudder: 30-35mm both sides 
Canards: the use of functional canards is not a must but the Eurofighter is able to fly 
extreme manouvers with the linked canards. 
 
If linked, the canards work together with the elevator permanently. In normal flight, 
the canards are at 0 deg to the centerline of the fuselage. The trim of the canards ist not 
a critical point as they do not have such an influence on the flight caracteristics in 
level flight. The maximum travel for the canards should be 25 to 30 degrees when the 
elevator is pulled fully.Canards trailing edge goes DOWN when elevator is pulled ! 
Experienced pilots can program three different canard settings for start, normal flight 
and aerobatics if a computer radio such as the Graupner MC 24 is used. These settings 
are swiched using a stick switch during the flight.  
For the first flight it is reccomended to choose a setting with normal canard travel. 
Be shure that the CG is correct and that the following settings are programmed: 

- Dual rate for aileron and elevator 50% 
- Expo for alleron 80% ! 
- Expo on elevator 50% 
- Expo on noseleg 50%- no expo on rudder required 

 
      If there are still questions on the settings contact us 
 
We wish lots of fun on building and flying the Eurofighter and would be happy to 
get a photo of your Eurofighter model for our customer gallery. 
                                                
Happy Landings, 
                                                     
                                            GRUMANIA JETS 
 
Attachments : Templates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



You can easily upgrade your Eurofighter to give the model a better scale apperance. 
Attached are some templates for additional parts that can be made of thin plywood. 
1.) 
The full size Eurofighter has a splitter plate on top of the intakte duct. Use 0,8 or 
1,0mm ply. When cut out, wet the piece and wrap it around a coke bottle and tape it 
until dry. 
2.) Main wheel doors 
These can also be cut out from 1mm ply. Use simple hinges to fix it on the wing and a 
rubber on the strut to shut it when the leg retracts. The nose wheel door can be made 
from the cut out glassfibre part. 
3.) Spoiler 
The Eurofighter has very distinctive spoilers under the canopy (see frontpage picture). 
The template shows the outline, there is a little cutout at the position of romer 3. Make 
a slot* in the fuselage and glue the spoiler only from the inside using 5- minute epoxy. 
4.) Decals 
Most realism is achieved by detailing the surface with national insignias and 
nomenclature (stencils) 
Grumania Jet Models provides  super scale decal sets for all Versions. These include 
all stenclis of the full size Eurofighter. All in all there are over one hundred single 
pieces. The stencils are of the water slide type and are fuelproof, but a final covering 
with clear varnish is reccomended. To get the best results it is reccomended to paint 
the model in shiny colours before the water transfers are applied, then the model 
should be painted matt all over. 
5.) Use the provided picture of the full size Eurofighter and paint the black areas on 
wing leading edge (canards and fin aswell). Draw all panel lines using a pencil. This 
doesn`t require much time but has a great effect! Sand the exhaust cones with very 
fine sandpaper (800 grit) and use “Modelmaster” colours to imitate sainless steel/ 
burned metal. The colours then need to be polished – very realistic! 
Draw some grills on top and behind of the air intake (both sides) 
6.) Colours 
The prototype Eurofighter is painted in two different colours “Light Ghost Gray”** on 
top and bottom, and a slightly darker grey** on topside (Similar “RAF Ocean Grey”).  
Service aircrafts have now only a one tone paint all over.The radome is painted in a 
slight “Beige-Grey”. This colour is available from “Modelmaster” under the name 
“Flintgrey”. Note that only the prototypes (development aircraft) had the distinctive 
camouflage patterns, now that the Eurofighter is getting into service, the paint 
schemes may change. 
 
 
 
* use a dremel                                     ** FS numbers on request 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


